
Safe Harbor:  A Pilot Program Concept

• In early November, the first anchorout was 
moved into a berth in Sausalito Yacht Harbor

• We have vetted four other initial participants 
who are presently living in Sausalito waters and 
are coordinating slips at other marinas for them

• Between now and next April:
– Sausalito hopes to house eight anchorouts in slips and 

hopes to commence the process of transitioning those 
anchorouts to a more permanent form of housing

– Sausalito hopes to identify long term funding for its Safe 
Harbor program
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Ongoing Collaboration Between 
Sausalito and RBRA is Vital
• Sausalito’s Waterfront Management Program has a 

proven track record of success in just 24 months of 
focused enforcement.

• With a single Harbor Master, RBRA may benefit from 
collaborating with Sausalito or even having Sausalito take 
over enforcement efforts for Richardson Bay

• Sausalito already experiences various consequences 
arising from all of the boats on Richardson Bay since it is 
their only point of shore access

• With an appropriate cost sharing approach, Sausalito 
would be willing to explore undertaking a greater role in 
enforcement
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Ongoing Collaboration Between 
Sausalito and RBRA is Vital
• To date, RBRA has not availed itself of the assistance offered 

by the City of Sausalito 
• RBRA has not publicly reported to its Board the comments 

made by the BCDC Committee in September
• RBRA has not publicly reported to its Board today’s meeting, 

nor did RBRA share its presentation in advance of today’s 
meeting

• The City of Sausalito has been attempting to schedule a 
meeting with RBRA since April of this year without success.

• Finally, two days ago, RBRA offered some dates in late 
November and early December so we are hopeful we will be 
able to meet to identify additional opportunities for 
collaboration
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A Mooring Field May Not Be the Most 
Expeditious Enforcement Tool
• Any plan for moorings in RBRA water should 

undergo CEQA analysis, including impacts on 
Sausalito

• The recently completed mooring study 
demonstrated that the most feasible locations for 
moorings are in Sausalito waters and in Belvedere 
waters, but anchorouts have pointed out that both 
locations could endanger lives of inexperienced 
anchorout occupants due to rough waves during the 
winter months

• At its Board meeting on November 14, 2019, RBRA 
postponed its decision on a mooring field plan
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Sausalito Requests of BCDC
• Clarity regarding enforcement of BCDC policies for Richardson Bay
• Support Sausalito’s existing plan for its legacy anchorout

population, including its Safe Harbor program, its policy to leave 
in place the fewer than 10 remaining legacy anchorouts until they 
voluntarily leave Sausalito waters

• Increase Sausalito’s liveaboard allocation from 10% to 15% per 
marina to facilitate transition from anchorout to Safe Harbor to 
liveaboard
– This solution would address a regional issue:  By reducing moorings in 

Richardson’s Bay, allow eel grass to thrive; eel grass is food source for 
herring; herring is food source for migratory birds along western seaboard 

– Aligns with BCDC mission to preserve the Bay from indiscriminate filling
– Ritter Center estimates each person will take 6-18 months to transition; 

there may be up to 100 people living on Richardson Bay; we presently have 
8 slips available

– The length of time this overall program will take will depend on the number 
of slips available
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